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The remarkable life and culinary career of the Martha Stewart of World War–era

Britain. Dorothy Peel played a key role in creating wartime recipes for householders and was

awarded an OBE in 1918 for services to the Ministry of Food. In this fascinating book, Vicky

Straker explores the social history and cultural background behind Dorothy’s creations, and the

effect of rationing during the First World War. Using extracts from her autobiography, and many

other books, we are given a unique insight into the life of Dorothy Peel and a new perspective

on the period. Her witty, poignant, and informative comments reveal a woman with a genuine

social conscience, who was in many ways ahead of her time. Written in a light and accessible

style, Bicycles, Bloomers and Great War Rationing Recipes reveals how society changed

during the First World War, when rationing put a strain on every kitchen in the country. Many of

Dorothy’s recipes are featured in their original form, such as the long forgotten Devilled

Bananas and wartime Potato Gateau. Other mouth-watering recipes include Chicken en

Casserole, Cheese Pufflets, and some delicious tea-time treats such as Feather Tart and

Candied Pears. Vicky Straker has tried and tested recipes from Dorothy’s cookery books, and

where appropriate amended them to suit modern tastes. “Superb biography, and some really

interesting recipes to try!” —Books Monthly 

"There is so much that I really like about the book that it is very hard to pick out just a few

items, but I particularly liked mention of The Daily Mail newspaper’s revised fashion headline

as the war continued of “What Women Can Do” to help the war effort. Also Vicky’s explanations

of Dorothy’s philosophy on life and her down-to-earth, no-nonsense, sympathetic attitude to

everything from the way people wore their hair to the trial and death of Oscar Wilde. Had she

been alive today, Dorothy would make a wonderful Member of Parliament and a brilliant Prime

Minister. I love this book - it will be read and re-read - and I look forward to trying out all the

recipes."Fascinating Facts of WW1 Blog"Vicky Straker introduces us to the Mary Berry of the

Great War years - for me, by far the most fascinating part of the book is the recipes, but this is

also a hugely entertaining and thoroughly absorbing study of a woman who could have been

forgotten were it not for the excellent researches of Vicky. Superb biography, and some really

interesting recipes to try!"Books Monthly“Dorothy Peel was awarded the Order of the British

Empire in 1918 by the Ministry of Food to recognize her creation of wartime recipes for

householders. Peel’s great granddaughter wrote this book after finding Granny Dot’s cookery

book on an attic shelf. Straker assembled more than 150 pages of recipes supported by color

photographs and a table of measurement conversions.”World War One IllustratedSummer

2018 --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Bicycles, Bloomers and Great War Rationing Recipes

To Granny Dot and my late father, Henry Straker, both of whom I hope are watching from

pastures greener.* * *Why it should have been my fate to become a writer of cookery books I

do not know. I never wanted to write one, and I never want to write another. ‘Thank God’, as

some honest soul once said, ‘(you are) greedy’ but not greedier than many other people.Mrs

C.S. Peel, A Year in Public Life, 1919
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ForewordA few years ago, an attractive blonde woman came into my house. ‘I am Vicky’, she

said, ‘a neighbour and a fan of yours’. And so a friendship began, based on a common interest:

food. We began to exchange recipes, suggestions, cookery books and dishes. The latter was

mainly a one-way ‘exchange’: Vicky brought me delicious bits of food to taste, which made me

realise that she was a very good cook indeed.Then, one day, I saw a pile of old books on her

kitchen table. I began to browse through them and was immediately fascinated. All of the books

were by a certain Mrs Peel. ‘Oh’, she answered, ‘she is my great-great-grandmother. She wrote

many books on cookery and household management.’ I looked through the books with

renewed interest and found most of the recipes fascinating and still feasible. I suggested to

Vicky that she should write a book in which some of the recipes devised by Granny Dot – as

she called her – were adapted for our time.Vicky agreed and we soon discovered that there

was far more to Mrs Peel than just her writing. She was an enlightened woman, who lived long



before her time. She did not only write cookery and household management books; she wrote

with great passion on other subjects too, like Women’s Suffrage, homosexuality and the Great

War, the work carried on by women, the rationing of food during it and the heavy burden

women carried with great stoicism and dedication to keep life going on as normal as

possible.Soon I was asked to Granny Dot’s lunches, Granny Dot’s teas, Granny Dot’s dinners,

or I was given a piece of Granny Dot’s cake or a few of Granny Dot’s biscuits to comment on.

Throughout I was very pleasantly surprised at how delicious they were. One of the things that I

most like about Mrs Peel’s recipes is their simplicity and the very few ingredients they

contain.Apart from recipes, Mrs Peel, in all of her books, gives advice and suggestions that are

all very up to date. For instance, about fruit she writes, ‘Fruit, if fresh, is better eaten raw, as in

the cooking its value is destroyed. A plum or an apple eaten raw does not require any

additional flavouring or sugar, but, if cooked, requires sugar at all events to make it palatable.’

Comments and remarks also abound, such as these: ‘It is skill, not expensive material, which

is the first necessity in the kitchen’, and ‘People talk about plain cooking and high class

cooking, but the fact remains that if you can cook you can cook.’ Or, when writing about Rice

Croquettes, she begins her recipe by saying, ‘When bone stock is made there remains on the

bones a certain amount of meat, skin and gristle which, although it has lost its flavour which it

has given to the stock, has still a certain value as a food. This, when mixed and added to fried

chopped onion and a little Worcester sauce, well seasoned with salt, pepper and spice, is

excellent and when mixed with crumbs or cooked rice can be made into croquettes or rissoles.’

This is similar to how any contemporary thrifty cook will make her croquettes or polpette.Mrs

Peel gives the recipe of an Italian macaroni pie, which is her version of the many pasta pies

made up and down the Italian peninsula, even making her short crust pastry with a little baking

powder as many Italian cooks do. Her pudding recipes win me over completely, with her many

different kinds of steamed puddings, one of the lost glories of the British cuisine.There is an

appealing ‘Britishness’ about Mrs Peel’s recipes. Of course, there’s no balsamic vinegar,

molasses syrup, tahini or even much olive oil. However, her dishes, judging by the many I

tasted, are incredibly good and representative of how good the food was in an Edwardian

household and the importance that was given to it.I very much enjoyed the combination of

history and cookery writing, and I realised how the food of a certain era can be an important

source to experience the actual life of that era more vividly.In this informative and invaluable

book, Vicky, Dorothy’s great-great-granddaughter, has been able to summarise the most

salient traits of Mrs Peel’s productive pen.Anna Del Conte

PrefaceI remember my mother mentioning that she had put my paternal great-great-

grandmother’s cookery book on a shelf in the attic room. Expecting to find a compilation of

handwritten jottings, I discovered The Daily Mail Cookery Book (1920), a well-thumbed

hardback by Mrs C.S. Peel, my great-great-grandmother. Collapsing into a rocking chair to read

this book, I entered a world that would occupy my life for the foreseeable future.Downstairs, I

tapped ‘Dorothy Constance Evelyn Bayliff Peel’ into a search engine on the computer. It did not

take me long to realise that in the early twentieth century it was common for female authors to

publish using their married name, and so I keyed in ‘Mrs Charles Steers Peel’. Several

comments popped up, and my ancestral adventure began.Dorothy’s career started after she

won a competition for a dress article for Woman newspaper. She gained work writing domestic

articles for them and in 1898, when married with limited earnings, published her first book, The

New Home: treating of the arrangement, decoration and furnishing of a house of medium size

to be maintained by moderate income.Domestic and culinary writing allowed Dorothy to work



from home while her daughters were small. In 1903 she became Editor and Managing Director

of Hearth and Home, Woman, and Myra’s Journal until the owner died three years later. During

these three years she wrote a series which included titles such as Entrées Made Easy (1905),

Fish and How to Cook It (1907), Still Room Cookery (1905), and Puddings and Sweets (1905).

Opening a hat shop when her children were at school led to her writing The Hat Shop (1914),1

which made fun of the lighter side of running the business. A less successful second book, Mrs

Barnett, Robes (1915), was followed by a more successful A Mrs. Jones (1916). When she

wrote her fourth, Tony Sant (1920), Dorothy received a letter imploring her to stop writing

novels: ‘I like your cookery books, but I hate your novels.’2 Dorothy wrote for The Lady and The

Queen Newspaper, the latter position she held for seventeen years. Known as a fount of

domestic knowledge, she wrote freelance articles for other publications as well as theatre

criticisms, or ‘notes’, as she says in her autobiography, belittling her ability to critique. In March

1917 she was asked to be co-director of the Ministry of Food, advising on rationing in the First

World War. Her influence was paramount, permeating into the ordinary kitchen. When her

services were no longer needed, she worked for the Daily Mail for two years, cut short by ill

health.Dorothy Peel OBE photograph. (Imperial War Museum)Dorothy Peel OBE notes.

(Imperial War Museum)Dorothy wrote Marriage on Small Means, 1914: A Year in Public Life

(1919), detailing her work for the Ministry of Food during the First World War; How We Lived

Then 1914–1918 (1929); rationing recipe books; and a plethora of cookery and domestic

books. Her interest extended to charitable work, seen in her chapter, ‘The Home Life of the

People’, written for Mrs G.M. Young’s 1934 book, Early Victorian England,3 which focused on

the domestic life of the poor. When her husband, Charles, became ill in the 1920s for a period

of nearly two years, together they wrote a historical novel, The Stream of Time (1931),4 though

he did not wish his name to be attributed.Dorothy was awarded an OBE in 1918, the very first

year the award was given, for her work on rationing for the Food Economy Division for the

Ministry of Food and for services in connection with the war. Her acceptance of this honour

was, in her eyes, shared with housewives around the country:Housekeeping is the world’s

basic profession, and the better we keep house the better people we shall be. Yet no one

showers OBEs on worthy women who stay at home and bring up families, or upon those

equally worthy women who go into service and give not only the work of their hands but often

the love of their hearts to those for whom they toil.5Researching her final three novels showed

Dorothy the less fortunate side to life in various organisations, among them The Children’s

Commonwealth in Dorset, the Infirmary in Soho, and the family centre in Peckham: ‘Well, life is

as it is and we can but do the little we can do to make it more endurable for those on whom it

bears too hardly.’6 She also sat on Ministry of Reconstruction Committees, which looked into

the improvement of housing for the working classes and the conditions of those in domestic

service. In explaining her desire to work, despite failing health, Dorothy uses a comment made

by a friend of hers, that to keep busy rather than dwell on miseries can be ‘translated into

flowers’.In the 1920s, Dorothy was diagnosed with diabetes and angina, which forced her to

reduce her working hours. Despite this, she continued to write. ‘If I had not the nine lives of the

proverbial cat I should not be proposing to write any more books, for while correcting proofs of

The Stream of Time, I fell ill with Angina, and sat propped up in a bed strewn with slip-proof,

while I refreshed my failing energies with inhalations of nitrate of amyl.’7Eager to read her

books, I searched second-hand booksellers and eventually found most of her titles, some first

editions and some later. I read each book, taking notes as I did so. Displayed on the bookshelf

in my kitchen these frayed, faded tomes, published between 1903 and 1933, sometimes

lacking a spine, speak to me of social and culinary history closely linked through time and



progress.Within this book are many extracts from Dorothy’s works. Her writing and recipes

were shaped by experiences during a time of enormous social and historical change,

particularly the effects of the First World War. These are combined in different chapters, which

are intended to help paint a picture of life in Victorian and Edwardian Britain. Each chapter

starts with the earlier part of Dorothy’s life relevant to the chapter heading, following through to

the latter. In Part Two, I present some of her recipes, altered where necessary.We may smile at

her advice to housewives that champagne should be reserved for acquaintances, while wine

should be served to close friends; or feel relieved that women are no longer labelled

‘shameless hussies’8 for riding bicycles, and grateful that our food choices are not limited due

to wartime rationing. We may recognise the warmth that emanates through the sympathy she

shows within her writing, such as for the elderly couple who worked at making nail brushes

despite their fingers being cut and swollen as a result, so that they might earn a living; the

plight of the Suffragettes; the hardship of food rationing; and the furtherance of social reform.‘I

often regret that one cannot live backwards and in one’s doing time have even as much

understanding as one comes to have in one’s thinking time.’9
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PART ONEBefore the war there was a steady demand for a book by Mrs C.S. Peel, with the

odd title Ten Shillings A Head for House Books. In these days, half-a-sovereign does not go far,

so Mrs Peel is helping us with a practical and up-to-date manual called My Own Cookery Book,

which condenses the experience gained in the lady’s own kitchen during five-and-twenty



years ... The monotony of the menus in British homes is bad for both body and mind; and this

book shows that variety, can mean economy. We recommend it warmly.The Tablet, 14 July 1923

Introducing DorothySo much of life is a pigeon pie which consists almost wholly of beef, is it

not?Mrs C.S. Peel, Life’s Enchanted Cup: An Autobiography 1872–1933For a family taking a

walkIn Arcadia Terrace no doubtThe parents indulge in intelligent talk,And the children they

gambol about.At a quarter past six they return to their tea,Of a kind which would not be

attractive to me,Though my appetite passes belief;There was old leg of mutton and warm

lemonadeAnd a large pigeon pie most skilfully madeTo consist almost wholly of beef.A

respectable family taking a walkIs a subject on which I could dwell;It contains all the morals

that ever there wereAnd sets an example as well.A poem recalled by Dorothy from her

childhood in the 1870s and referred to in her 1933 autobiography.10I walk past the family

portrait of my great-great-grandmother every day on my way to the kitchen, where I often

recreate her recipes. Even my five-year-old son noticed my efforts, remarking, ‘Mummy, you

are the best cook in the world, but Granny Dot is better.’Dorothy was the seventh of nine

children born to Richard and Henrietta Bayliff, four of whom died in infancy. Her life began in

Ganarew, Herefordshire, on 27 April 1868, before the family moved to Monmouthshire and,

within a few years, to Clifton in Bristol, so that her older brothers could be educated locally. As

she recalled, ‘There was no money to send the boys to Eton, Harrow or Winchester. At Clifton

they could be day boys and get quite as good an education.’11Dorothy came from a privileged

background, though her parents did not have the wealth of many of their contemporaries. They

instilled in her a strong sense of charity and compassion.12The Victorians were philanthropic,

with many wealthy people like Octavia Hill and Angela Burdett Coutts setting up charities.

Despite not being in these realms of wealth, Dorothy’s parents ran a soup kitchen while living

in Clifton: ‘My father and mother, ill-off as they were, said that no one who asked for food

should be turned away ... to save the servants we children were proud to act as

servers.’13Suffering from asthma as a child, Dorothy spent long periods of convalescence with

her wealthier aunts in Doward House, Herefordshire. They provided poor local families with jars

containing food, and black arm bands that were worn for mourning, a more regular occurrence

before vaccinations and accessible healthcare became commonplace. More lavish social

occasions were enjoyed by her aunts than Dorothy was used to, which she could not help but

contrast with the comparative frugality of her parents.Family photograph. (Mrs C.S. Peel, Life’s

Enchanted Cup: An Autobiography 1872–1933)Rather than send her away to school, Dorothy’s

father educated her. He was able to do so because he was in the army, Adjutant of the

Monmouthshire Volunteers, which enabled him to move to different areas of the country. Her

parents became more financially strained when her father was ill so that ‘being on the

threshold of a successful career’, he was forced to leave the army, which cut his income

drastically. Dorothy commented, ‘No wonder my father looked anxious and my mother

sighed.’While being taught to read and write by her mother, Dorothy did not enjoy being tutored

by her father: ‘I hated my lessons because he laughed at my mistakes and sometimes

repeated them in public. This teasing I could not take good-humouredly; it was the beginning of

such tiresomeness on my part as [sic] eventually caused me to be sent to a day school.’14A

description of playing the piano with a fellow school pupil illustrates the embarrassment she felt

during performances:I learned to play ‘The Turkish Patrol,’ ‘The last Rose of Summer,’ and a

duet called ‘Bluebells,’ which I performed at the school concert in the company of a fat girl

singularly like an amiable pig in a maroon velveteen frock, who thumped solidly in the bass

while I, clad in a starched white muslin inherited from Carli and still tightly pigtailed, ambled



uneasily about in the treble. Any guest who had a sense of humour and no ear for music must

have enjoyed that concert.15Schooling did not become compulsory until 1880 when Dorothy

was 12. An Act of Parliament was passed which stipulated that children must be educated

between the ages of five and ten, either at school or at home. By the age of 10, in order to help

provide for their family, as long as children had reached a certain educational level, they could

leave school and be sent to work. Girls with wealthy parents often had governesses while their

brothers were sent to boarding school. Those who did go to school were educated under a

strict Church of England doctrine which safeguarded their innocence and sense of decorum.

While the boys were educated intellectually, the girls were educated socially, the expectation

being that young ladies would marry someone able to support them financially, their duty seen

as providing a comfortable home life, with the help of servants, for their families.The

grandmother of a friend of mine, Mamie Charlton, met Dorothy in Northumberland when

Cecilia, Dorothy’s eldest daughter, had moved there through marriage. Her memory is of a tall

lady wearing ‘London clothes’ who was great fun, not a surprising description considering the

character which her books exude:One hot summer night I woke, terrified ... Down the stairs, a

slip, a bump, a wild rush past the passage where the bear caves were, through the lighted ante-

room ... On the terrace sat my father, my mother and a strange lady and gentleman, playing

whist. Imagine that, playing whist, out in the garden in the middle of the night! Suddenly there

came to me the knowledge that Mummie and Paito were not just our parents who belonged to

us, but people who lived a life of their own with which we children had no connection. Mummie

picked me up, I sat on her knee, Paito brought the couvre-pied and wrapped it round me ... the

air was so still that the candles burned without a flicker, and the baize on the card table and the

red of the hearts and diamonds were brilliant in their light. There was a lovely smell, for but a

yard or two away bloomed the lily trees.Then there was a noise of horses, a shining of lights. A

pair-horse brougham16 was at the door. ‘Good-bye, good-bye.’ Then bed, a drink of nice cold

water, Mummie’s door open, the light shining through.17Dorothy spent time with her paternal

grandparents, of whom she was very fond. In her autobiography, it is clear that her grandfather,

a respected man of the cloth, lived his life to the full. Many of his decisions may now be

frowned upon, but at the time, seemed to be accepted with a smile:Grandpapa was tall and as

heavily built as his phaeton,18 with a red face and beautifully curly white hair, whiskers, chin

beard and shaved upper lip. He wore a top hat and white tie; only young clergymen wore

clerical collars then. He had inherited a comfortable little income and, just as he went up to

Oxford, someone had left him a couple of thousand pounds. So he had lived richly and horsily,

winning a bet that he would drive a four-in-hand keeping the wheels of one side of the coach

on a track of half-pennies. By the time that he took Orders the loose thousands had been

pleasantly squandered. He further impoverished himself by building a vicarage which cost far

more than he had expected it to cost and consistently living beyond his means.Grandpapa was

a muscular Christian and had a way with him, and if on a Saturday night the hullaballoo at the

‘Labour in Vain’ grew too violent he would be asked to look round, and thought little of taking

two young men by their scruffs and putting them into the ditch conveniently placed on the other

side of the road.19When Dorothy was a child in the 1870s and 1880s, all was far from equal:

‘In the little church, in those days, the men sat on one side, the women on the other, the

children on benches under the belfry.’20Watched over with a beady eye, it was ensured that

nothing offended Dorothy’s innocent mind. She writes of an occasion when staying with her

aunt: ‘newspapers were still forbidden, and the novels were tried out by Aunt Markey, and if in

one, otherwise innocuous, she found something not fitting for our budding minds, she clipped

the pages together and bade us not undo them.’21 Strict application of acceptable codes of



conduct in her upbringing imparted a reverence in Dorothy for her elders:There was an upright

piano with a front of faded red fluted silk and a stool which twirled up and down. Once I twirled

it with such a will that the top twirled off. I had killed the piano stool. What would they do to me?

A green sensation took possession of the pit of my stomach. That rat-in-the-trap feeling of

being helpless in the hands of grown-up people who can do just as they please is a horrible

one. Aunt Mary, who was always kind though generally uninterested, screwed the top on again.

The feeling of relief made me feel faint and limp and always after that if I ‘touched’ – ‘No, don’t

touch that, Dorothy’ – I touched with care.22Such veneration and desire to look at what was

forbidden led to self-reflection. In her autobiography, Dorothy tells us that as a child her creed

was to be kind to animals and poor people because not to be so was ‘unthinkable’, not to be

rude to servants, ‘though I sometimes was’, and that it was wrong to be greedy though ‘how

greedy I could be. Pease pudding, a loathsome yellow mess. Now be a good girl ... Dot, do as

you are told or ... consternation ... disgust ... But in me satisfaction that in the end I had

punished them for their obstinate disregard of my wishes.’23Later, with an adult view of herself

as a child: ‘Sometimes intuition and imagination may serve as well or better than knowledge,

but for the most part knowledge brings power, the power to use oneself rightly. But here was I,

a tall pink-and-white-faced girl, ignorant, innocent, tiresome, gauche, happy, unhappy, and

always hungry for new experiences.’24Concluding that many may have seen her as ‘an odd

young woman’, with her expressing opinions where they may not have been wanted, she lived

by the mischievous ethos that ‘Although it was wrong to lie, it seemed to me that I was by no

means the only person who did it. On the whole I concluded that I would be good, provided that

to be so was neither too dull nor too difficult.’25As was expected of her, Dorothy hoped to fall in

love with someone who could support her financially: ‘I always hoped that I might marry a Duke

but, naturally, I never did. There are so few Dukes and so many girls who want to marry

them.’26 Prior to their marriage, Dorothy and her second cousin, Charles Steers Peel, were

together under the happy yet reluctant eyes of family. It transpires that the reasons were not

only financial, but that Charles was four years her junior, a fact which Dorothy seems to have

concealed in her autobiography, the date of which starts in 1872 instead of her birth year of

1868. Their marriage was consequently disapproved of and in her autobiography, Dorothy

sympathises with her family’s concern from her altered viewpoint as the mother of two

daughters, without divulging the reason for her parents’ disapproval.Charles trained as an

electrical engineer which, by the mid-1890s, would have brought in an annual salary of in the

region of £110. In the last decades of the nineteenth century the founder of the Salvation Army

and Methodist preacher, William Booth, estimated that a working family needed an income of

£50 a year just to get by and between £57 and £78 per annum to be ‘comfortable’.27

Nevertheless, for the standard of living Dorothy’s parents hoped for their daughter, Charles’s

income was considered insufficient.To alleviate their concerns, once she was married Dorothy

knew she needed to find work to supplement their income: ‘Naturally it was strange to think of

their daughters earning money, but undoubtedly the money was very useful and even nice girls

were now beginning to go about by themselves and to be independent.’28Legally, a wife

belonged to her husband and he was expected to provide for her financially both with what she

may have brought into the marriage and with his own money. Records of women who worked

are not clear because often none were kept where the work was considered to fall within the

domains of the home, such as being a seamstress or helping with the family business. Coming

from a middle/upper-class background, there is no doubt, however, that Dorothy’s working was

unusual. It may be assumed that because her work was concentrating on domestic and

culinary matters, she met with less objections than she may have done otherwise.Dorothy and



Charles married in St Paul’s, Knightsbridge, in 1894. In the early years of marriage, they

started with an allowance from her father-in-law which ceased on his death. They struggled a

little, relying on what they earned themselves alongside ‘a small share’ of her mother’s

income:In those days there was work for those who would do it and, as we found, little difficulty

in earning sufficient for our needs. Nevertheless, the sudden cessation of what we had

regarded as our safety income was, naturally, a shock – but one which taught us some

understanding of the anxiety suffered by those for whom the dividing line between enough and

nothing is a month’s or a week’s notice.29A man is expected to know his job and to do it. A

woman must first prove that she knows her job, and then do it unless her opinion clashes with

that of a man, when it is taken for granted that the man must know best and the woman should

give way.30

CHAPTER 1Visiting, Parties and Royal EncountersPaito’s father and mother were still living in

their pleasant vicarage at Albury in Hertfordshire. Although but thirty miles from London, it

might have been three hundred. Only one working man in the village had been to London.Mrs

C.S. Peel, Life’s Enchanted Cup: An Autobiography 1872–1933Dorothy’s social life in the 1880s

involved a great deal of ‘visiting’. Compared with the speed with which we travel today, to

journey by carriage was slow and necessarily involved a longer stay due to hours spent in

transit with the need for coachmen to rest and horses to be watered. Dorothy writes of many

visits, including staying with friends in the mid–1880s. She describes a lengthy dressing

process, being laced up by a helper who may miss a button hole and have to start all over

again. Straight bits of hair may escape after using curling tongs which she would ‘frizzle’ off,

while buttons on kid gloves may come off at the last moment.The first time she went to stay at

a very smart house, Brynkinalt, on the Shropshire-Welsh border, she and her sister, Carli, were

the only guests without their own maids to help them. Having had her shoes and boots taken to

be cleaned, they were not returned, which led to her frantically rush down the back stairs

where she found a footman who helped her find them.What agitation lest the housemaid

should not appear in time to do me up and I should be late for the stately dinner, served on

those silver gilt plates which never were hot and on which knives and forks squeaked

shrilly.Before I left, kind, grand, severe Lady Trevor, who was my hostess, tipped me Five

Pounds – riches. I did not know if I ought to accept such a magnificent present; then suddenly

her severity melted, she became just a friendly soul, kissed me, told me that I was a dear child,

that my red sailor hat was rather flighty looking, that young girls could not be too careful, and

that when she was a young girl with a small allowance her godmother had always tipped her.

This was an amusing visit.31Often Dorothy found the most generous people were those who

had the least and, in contrast, those who had the most looked after their pennies to a

disappointing extent:I must own, however, that in some of the mansions of the rich in which I

was a guest the conversation was not gay. The respectable rich are apt to be dull, and often

the richer people are, the more do they love economy. On one occasion my sister and I dined

with some important folk in company with two other ladies – a squire’s wife and a parson’s wife

– with their menfolk. How we small fry would have loved to hear of the doings of the great

world, to know what that terrible Mr. Gladstone said to the Queen, and if Mrs. Langtry really

was as lovely as people said. But instead the after-dinner interval before the arrival of the men

was spent in a dreary description of our hostess’s efforts to discover the cheapest shop at

which to buy little boys’ sailor suits.Imagine too, my disappointment when I was invited to

spend the day with old friends of my father’s who, as the phrase goes, rolled in money. They

took me to the Academy. Then, although it was raining and my best frock and hat were



becoming more and more speckled, they waited for an omnibus and in it we returned to eat

mutton in a vast, drear house in Grosvenor Place. They asked me, who of necessity seldom

travelled in any other vehicle, if it was not quite amusing to go in an omnibus, which people of

their kind seldom did. They also said that they did not go to the theatre often because it was so

expensive.32At this time, Dorothy, aged 17, had moved to Twickenham with her family. She

describes it as the countryside with large gardens and houses, ‘and quite a rural little patch

between it and Richmond’. Why her family moved here, she did not know.In old family albums,

photographs of Dorothy show her turned away from the camera, or hiding under a hat; even in

a family portrait with her husband and elder daughter, my great-grandmother, she is sitting at

an angle so that only her cheek is visible. The unfortunate consequence is that, to my

knowledge, there are no photographs of Dorothy as a young woman, images which would be

perfect in complimenting her description of ‘visiting’ with Charles:The first time we went to stay,

after our marriage, at a big country house for a ball, I wore my tiara, three small diamond stars

surmounting a diamond bandeau. The tiara was the pride of my life. We young folk went to the

ball in the omnibus and took hours getting there and back, for the roads were covered with

snow which balled in the horses’ hoofs. The two chief ladies drove in the brougham.33Portrait

of Dorothy, Charles and Cecilia Peel. (Author’s portrait. Photography by Sam Luke Walton, Hole

and Corner Magazine)Hunt balls in the 1890s were much the same as hunt balls are now, but

dinner parties were different. They began earlier – at seven-thirty or a quarter to eight –

everyone was paired off strictly according to rank, and they walked in procession. The menus

were longer. There might be two soups, two fishes and two entrees, though this two-and-two

business was beginning to be oldfashioned. Then came the joint, game, two or even four

sweets, and a savoury and, in some old-fashioned houses, cheese and celery and old ale as

well.Modish folk dined a little later and were content with one soup and one fish, but at large

parties they were generally provided with two entrees. Bridge as an after-dinner amusement

came in a little later, but it took a considerable time to penetrate into squiredom. In the houses

of the rich, Baccarat might be played. In such houses one met with elaborate and luxurious

bathrooms, lace-trimmed sheets and pillow cases – fashions looked upon with aversion by folk

such as our relations. There would be tea in the great hall, the women wearing tea gowns, the

men still in their tweeds.34‘The season’ to which Dorothy refers in the following extract is the

time during which débutantes were presented at Court, from about May until July each year.

This involved entertaining in the hope that daughters would meet a suitable spouse:Dinner

parties during the season were large and formal, but the two-and-two procession of dishes was

now démodé; soup, fish, two entrees (one white, one brown), joint, asparagus or a mousse of

foie gras, a sweet, a savoury and dessert, at which ices were served, sherry, hock,

champagne, port, and liqueurs with the ice were now considered sufficient.After dinner the

men stayed downstairs for a considerable time while the ladies chatted; and when the men re-

appeared, chatted a little more or played Bridge, which was then becoming popular.35The

1890s had come to be referred to by some as the ‘naughty nineties’ which, from Dorothy’s

experience, was more for its illiteration than actual value. Fancy dress balls were held at

Covent Garden, after which – Dorothy describes – passageways were littered with drunk

people at the end of the evening. Girls were able to go to music halls with a chaperon, unless

married, in which case they may take a box or stall. The Empire Music Hall was popular, with a

reputation for being quite daring. Its existence was protested against by some for being

unsuitable for young ladies, until it was then deemed a ‘Truly a respectable Court’ by Queen

Victoria. When escorted by Charles and one of her brothers, Dorothy saw it as no more than a

meeting place for young men and women.36Politics did not interest Dorothy until during and



after the war when work for the Ministry of Food and for the improvement of life for poorer

people in the 1920s absorbed her. Prior to this time, describing a dinner party she went to at

the house of a supporter of Gladstone, the Liberal Prime Minister, instead of commenting on

the political conversation, her focus was on the delicious dinner she was given of ‘chicken done

in some delightful way and ice in the shape of peaches’.37Dorothy and Charles gave parties

quite regularly. A description of one evening paints a picture of this part of life for them and its

propriety in the early 1900s:Our tall, elegant butler, Clements proved a friend in need. We were

expecting friends to dine and were dressing when the maid informed me that Sir Somebody

and Lady Something had arrived. This puzzled me for we knew no such people. Also it was

now but twenty minutes to eight and our own party was timed for eight. We descended hastily

to find an ancient lady in a cap and shawl and a still more ancient gentleman whose head

drooped low on this breast as if from the weight of his flowing white beard. They said how d’you

do and did not seem in the least surprised to see us. I began to wonder if I was mad. Did I

know them? Had I asked them to dine? And what was going to happen now, for by no

conjuring could our dining-table accommodate more than eight persons. It seemed terrible to

say, ‘We don’t know you and you must go away’ to such a pair of pets. Then Clements

appeared and bent over the old lady. ‘If you please m’lady, I think there has been a mistake.

Mrs ___ from next door is expecting you to dinner at quarter-to-eight.’Just as obediently as

they had accepted their unknown host and hostess did they allow themselves to be coated and

shawled and delivered next door.38Death duties, which were introduced in 1894, broke up

many family estates. Increased taxes forming part of the People’s Budget 1909/10 impacted

upon the middle and upper classes. These and the influences of war made their financial

situation less stable, which in turn led to more spontaneous and less formal dinner parties:

‘After the War, the unstable economic position which makes it impossible to know what the

income may be from month to month, causes a restlessness which shows itself in the informal

“throwing” of parties, rather than the carefully planned giving of elaborate parties such as were

a feature of my young day.’39And so the way was paved for the more informal parties of today,

less elaborate and sometimes spontaneous gatherings.Drawing Rooms and Courts‘In the life

of a Victorian debutante, there were probably few experiences more exciting than her

presentation to the Queen at Court.’Dawn Aiello of Victorian Lace, Presentation at Court,Either

a young lady would ‘come out’ at a debutante ball, or following her presentation at Court, after

which she was able to enter into ‘Society’. A letter would be written to the Lord Chamberlain

suggesting suitable candidates for presentation. Strict rules were involved in being presented.

Both who you were and what you wore was of utmost importance. Either your family had to be

aristocratic or your father must be in a particular profession, such as working as a barrister or a

member of the clergy. A line was drawn between professions so that being the daughter of a

solicitor or a general practitioner meant that your presentation at Court would not be

accepted.Wearing the correct dress, feathers and jewellery involved hours of preparation.

Lessons on deportment would enable a debutante to glide effortlessly across the floor to the

queen where she would kiss her hand and perform a deep curtsy which would have taken

weeks to master. When leaving the Court, the debutante would have to exit walking backwards

as to turn one’s back on royalty was not acceptable. The following extract from Dorothy’s

autobiography gives us a flavour of what the event was like:40It was in the May or June of the

year after my marriage that I was presented. Drawing-Rooms then took place in the afternoon

and refreshments were not provided. The business of dressing began quite early in the

morning. There were not then the number of hair-dressers’ shops that there are now. Very

great ladies might have their own hair-dressers whom they took with them when visiting their



friends, but generally speaking the lady’s maid did her lady’s hair. If a lady did not keep a maid,

she did it herself, employing a hairdresser only on special occasions. On Drawing-Room days

fashionable hair-dressers might begin their rounds as early as eight o’clock in the morning.We

wore full evening dress made strictly according to regulations, Court trains, and feathers, and

carried the large shower bouquets which had lately become fashionable. The court train was

long, lined, padded, and trimmed, and therefore more sumptuous looking than the shorter

trains which are worn to-day.We started for the Palace long before the luncheon hour, and our

carriage took up its place in the Mall. Members of the great families still used their State

carriages, driven by a white-wigged coachman who sat alone on the hammer cloth, while a

couple of footmen in State liveries, their hair powdered, stood at the back. Persons of lesser

degree also prided themselves on the smartness of their horses and carriages and the liveries

of their coachmen and footmen, who wore posies of flowers in honour of the occasion.Such a

fine show attracted crowds of sightseers, whose comments were occasionally difficult to bear

with equanimity.Arrived at the Palace, those who knew the ropes generally left their wraps in

the carriage to avoid the delay caused by reclaiming them from the cloakroom. At the foot of

the Grand Staircase we met a friend and her mother. Sally was one of those girls to whom

things always happen at the wrong moment; when half-way up the staircase her flannel

petticoat fell off. It was a modish garment, gored into a shaped band and embroidered. Without

a moment’s hesitation she stepped free of it, gathered it into a bundle, and threw it at one of

the Beefeaters who lined the staircase on either side. Never shall I forget the face of that man,

as, mouth open, eyes staring with horrified astonishment, he clasped that petticoat to his

breast.If I remember rightly seats were not provided, and as everyone was anxious to reach

the Throne Room before the departure of Queen Victoria, who when tired would leave the

Princess of Wales to represent her, there were some unseemly scrambles.At the entrance to

the Throne Room each lady handed her card to the Gentleman appointed to receive it, while

two other Gentlemen took her train from her arm, upon which it had been folded, and arranged

it. Our names were announced and we entered the Throne Room.I am glad I was not too

nervous to take in the scene; the half circle of Royalties and their ladies and gentlemen

brilliantly dressed, brilliantly jewelled, and in the centre a little red-faced sad-looking old lady in

a widow’s cap, and old lady-like, black evening dress, high in the neck and with sleeves

reaching below the elbow, across her breast the Garter ribbon.Her Majesty was not a beautiful

old lady. She had a rudder-like nose and her blue eyes protruded. Yet such is the power of

personality, a personality formed by the living of an upright life, that I doubt if anyone who ever

saw her could forget Queen Victoria. After passing the Queen, upon whom one must not turn

one’s back, one progressed in a sideways fashion, pausing at intervals to make the required

number of curtsies. After that there was nothing to do but to go home again.41Cecilia, the elder

daughter of Dorothy, was presented during the reign of King George V, at the first garden party

after the war. There were also representatives of the Women’s War Associations and

notabilities from Allied countries. Denise, Dorothy’s younger daughter, was presented to Queen

Mary. In contrast to Queen Victoria who spent her life following the death of her husband,

Albert, dressed in black, Queen Mary ‘wore a gown and train of gold, the train of enormous

length, a tall crown of pearls, the only touch of vivid colour in her dress being the blue Garter

ribbon’.42The next event on the programme on a Drawing-Room day was the Drawing-Room

Tea at which relations and friends gathered to admire us in our finery.After the accession of

King Edward, Drawing-Rooms became Courts, and took place in the evening. A luxurious

buffet-supper, accompanied by particularly good champagne, was served from tables set out

with the Royal gold plate.When I presented my younger daughter, Courts were again held in



the evening. We watched the Royal procession leave the Throne Room.After the dreariness of

the War and early post-War years, the ceremonial of a Court, even though shorn of some of its

former splendour, because the trains were shorter and there were few bouquets, was like a

scene out of a fairy tale.43Royal EncountersDorothy writes of further encounters with the Royal

Family worth mentioning. During the 1902 Coronation of King Edward VII when she was living

in Brompton Square:We saw the procession from a stand on Constitution Hill, and the only

person who made any great mark on my mind was the lovely Queen Marie of Roumania, to

whom years after, when she was Queen Mother, I had the honour of being presented. Then

she had lost the slimness of youth, but her beauty was magnificent and her personality

overwhelming.44While at Marienbad Spa with a friend, Alys, who was almost blind:The King

[Edward VII] approached and stopped to speak to a friend. I, naturally turned away, but Alys,

who had no idea that His Majesty was anywhere in the vicinity, did not. Before I could attract

her attention, a fierce little man in a Homburg hat hissed in her ear, ‘You are requested not to

starr-r-e at the King.’ ‘I have never even seen the King’, protested Alys, continuing to stare

directly at him, an accident which evidently much amused His Majesty.45What a rushing,

glittering time it was, that of King Edward’s reign. The Court set an example of splendour, and

American, South African, and Jewish magnates were made welcome. Social conventions

became less strict and, where rank, or position gained by outstanding mental capacity backed

by wealth had been passports into exclusive society, now money, unbacked by other

qualifications, began to talk, though not invariably to just those people to whom it desired to

talk.There was a vast amount of entertaining of a lavish order, with red carpets and awnings,

rows of men-servants and champagne suppers ... Even people of no account like ourselves

were affected. We went to quantities of all kinds of parties and when we could get away took a

holiday abroad or rented a house in the country, sufficiently near London for Charles to travel

up and down to his office and for me to keep in touch with my newspapers.46Everyone, I think,

felt sorry that he should have lived so short a time to enjoy the Kingship which for so long had

been denied him, but his death did not mark the end of a period, as that of his Royal Mother

had done, and neither was it mourned by members of the general public as a personal

loss....King Edward’s funeral was a red and gold and gorgeous pageant, but it did not touch the

heart as that of the Queen had done. As the cortege passed I was struck by the way in which

the visiting Royalties chatted with each other, and even laughed. His Majesty, ex-King Alfonso

of Spain was the only one whose face bore any look of grief.47
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Moosieme29, “War Recipes. Excellent book and the autobiography of Mrs Peel was as much

fun read as her recipes. Appreciation for the conversion charts as well as the photos of the

recipes.  Shall keep this in my library.”

Piers Torday, “A World War 1 Delia rediscovered - and how!. A meticulously researched and

beautifully written biography of a forgotten but influential wartime cookery writer. An

unexpected family discovery led contemporary food writer Vicky Straker to rediscover the work

of her great grandmother Dorothy Peel, who truly was the Delia Smith of her day, and a

forerunner of the great late Marguerite Patten. In our faddish, neurotic, allergy and "free from"

age of recipe books, it is bracing and refreshing to read about a cook who made her name and

virtue from economising, doubling up, doubling as and maximising the limited resources

available to households during the Great War. Packed with charming incidental domestic,

period and familial detail, Straker's life of Peel also doubles up as a modern day version of her

many surprisingly delicious recipes, which have more than stood the test of time -

accompanied by some lavish illustrations. Finally, I know what a rissole is!”

Rose, “Old time recipes. Have bought this as a Xmas gift for a friend. It looks to make

entertaining reading and I have copied the recipes”

Lyn A, “Wonderful book for historians and cooks alike. Wonderful book. The sort you can dip

and out of with lots of information on living in the late 1800s. Haven't got the recipe section yet

but am really enjoying reading this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Book. A unique insight into life before,during and after the Great

War. Beautiful book worthy of being wrapped up under the Christmas tree.”

Mrs Elspeth Straker, “Five Stars. I thought it was a wonderful and informative book as well as

humorous in places.”

The book by Vicky Straker has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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